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Abstract

This paper presents an extension to optical flow-based

motion estimation using alternating short- and long-

exposed images. While traditional optical flow algo-

rithms rely on consecutive short-exposed images only, long-

exposed images capture motion directly in the form of mo-

tion blur. This additional information can be used to

achieve more robust and accurate motion field estimation

as well as to extract the moment of occlusion. We introduce

an image formation model that relates the long-exposed

image to its preceding and succeeding short-exposed im-

ages in terms of dense 2D motion and per-pixel occlu-

sion/disocclusion timings. Based on this image formation

model, we describe a practical algorithm to estimate the

motion field not only for completely visible image regions

but also for pixels becoming occluded. For these pixels the

Alternate Exposure Flow (AEF) also determines the mo-

ment of occlusion. We describe the application of AEF in

frame interpolation to demonstrate the advantage of the ad-

ditional long exposure information.

1. Introduction

Estimating the dense motion field between two consec-

utive images is an old but still heavily investigated field of

research. Typically, the optical flow between consecutive

video frames is estimated to represent the actual 2D mo-

tion field. As the local time derivative needs to be numer-

ically evaluated to solve the optical flow equation, optical

flow algorithms work best with pinpoint-sharp images as

input, i.e., with images depicting a dynamic scene at two

discrete points in time. If regarded individually, however,

short-exposed images capture no motion information. In-

stead, traditional optical flow methods reconstruct motion

indirectly by motion-modeling the image difference. From

sampling theory, it is obvious that this can lead to tempo-

ral aliasing if maximum motion/displacement exceeds one

pixel. A signal-theoretical analysis of this problem has been

presented by Christmas [9]: the support of the space-time

Fourier transform of a uniformly moving image is limited

to a plane, whose orientation in 3D Fourier space is deter-

mined by the direction of motion. Depending on the incli-

nation of the plane and the bandlimit in the spatial domain,

the projections of the original transform and the replica can

overlap. The straight-forward approach to avoid aliasing is

to increase sampling rate, as has been done by calculating

optical flow from high-speed camera recordings [13]. If no

high speed video equipment is available, adequate tempo-

ral pre-filtering is necessary. Because the motion field is

a-priori unknown, instead, multi-scale optical flow methods

pre-filter the images globally in the spatial domain [6]. This

way, the entire image is low-pass filtered which is not the

same as correct temporal filtering: high spatial frequencies

should be suppressed only in those Fourier-domain regions

where aliasing actually occurs, i.e., only in the direction of

motion.

Fortunately, there exists a simple way to achieve correct

temporal pre-filtering: exposing images for an extended pe-

riod of time. For moving objects, high frequencies in mo-

tion direction are suppressed in the long exposure images.

Reconstructing sharp images and the blur causing motion is

known as blind image deblurring. Methods for deblurring

are as heavily investigated as those of motion detection as

the problem is highly ill posed. Inspired by these obser-

vations, we present an extension to traditional optical flow

estimation to obtain dense, robust 2D motion fields by using

images with two distinct exposure times of the same scene.

As input, our method requires images taken at alternating

exposure times such that an intermediate, long-exposed im-

age is enframed by two short-exposed images, Fig. 1. Thus

we avoid the ill-posedness of the classical methods for mo-

tion detection and image deblurring: The motion-blurred

image provides anti-aliased motion information, while the

short-exposed images provide the high spatial frequencies

necessary to reconstruct intermediate images. Commer-

cially available video cameras can be readily programmed

to alternate between different exposure times and internal

gain settings for every frame.

Apart from circumventing the problem of temporal alias-
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Figure 1. Alternate Exposure Flow: (a) exposure timing diagram of a short exposure image I1 (b) followed by a long-exposed image IB

(c) and a short-exposed image I2 (d).

ing, long-exposed images bear the advantage that occlusion

enters into the image formation process. Recent optical flow

algorithms have begun to deal with occlusion/disocclusion

detection [2, 22] considering a point as either occluded or

not. Motion blurred images capture occlusion information

directly. A scene point contributes to a motion blurred im-

age exactly as long as it is not occluded. In this way, a

long-exposed image permits to determine the instant of oc-

clusion. We present an image formation model that can be

solved numerically for the underlying 2D motion field and

occlusion information. To validate our approach, we apply

Alternate Exposure Flow (AEF) to the analysis of fast pro-

cesses and show how frame interpolation for synthesizing

slow motion can be improved by the occlusion/disocclusion

information.

2. Related Work

The number of articles on computing the optical flow is

tremendous, which indicates the significance of the prob-

lem as well as its severity [4, 14, 1]. Related to our work,

scale-space approaches obtain reliable optical flow results

in the presence of large disparities [18, 6]. Alternatively,

Lim et al. circumvent the problem by making use of high-

speed camera recordings [13]. Another problem in motion

field computation arises from occlusion effects. Alvarez et

al. determine occluded regions by calculating forward and

backward optical flow and checking for consistency [2]. Ar-

eas with large discrepancies are considered occluded and

are simply excluded from further computations. Xiao et

al. propose interpolating motion into occluded areas from

nearby regions by bilateral filtering [22]. Non of the ap-

proaches is able to calculate occlusion timings.

There has been some previous work on calculating the

optical flow from a single, long-time exposed image based

on Fourier analysis [17] or auto-correlation [15]. Though

the algorithms perform well for detecting spatially invariant

motion, the approach is unsuitable for general scene motion

with different object movements.

A combination of short-time and long-time exposures

has been used in the context of image restoration: Tico

and Vehvilainen model motion blur as a convolution with a

spatially invariant point-spread-function which is estimated

based on a statistical model of the image formation pro-

cess [19]. The hybrid camera of Ben-Esra and Nayar takes

a long-time exposure of the scene, while a detector with

a much lower spatial and higher temporal resolution takes

a sequence of short-time exposures to detect camera mo-

tion [5]. In both cases, the blur kernel is reconstructed to de-

blur (i.e., deconvolve) the long-time exposed image. Yuan

et al. [23] use pairs of blurred and noisy images not only

to estimate the spatially invariant blur kernel but also to re-

duce ringing artifacts during deconvolution. For still im-

age restoration, the assumption of a spatially invariant blur

kernel is an adequate approximation. Unfortunately, this

does not hold for dynamic scenes and the purpose of gen-

eral motion estimation where the blur kernel may be differ-

ent for every pixel. A motion de-blurring approach which

takes moving objects into account is described by Raskar et

al. [16]. Here, a modified shutter opens and closes several

times at irregular intervals. If the extent of 2D motion is

known, this multiple exposed single image can be used to

recover one sharp image.

In the motion-from-smear approach, image restoration

and motion estimation ideas come together [8]. Two im-

ages with long exposure times are acquired immediately af-

ter each other. The local blur kernel, i.e., locally constant

motion is estimated by de-blurring the images to one com-

mon (unknown) reference image. Apart from being sus-

ceptible to reconstruction errors, only motion-blurred im-

ages are used as input which limits attainable quality. This

drawback also affects the method proposed by Tull and Kat-

saggelos which is based on a sequence of slightly blurred

images to calculate the optical flow [20]. Chen et al. re-

fine their motion-from-smear approach such that one short-

exposed image is used together with a long-exposed image

to calculate the parameters of an affine motion model in the

absence of occlusion [7]. In comparison to previous work,

our paper contributes a considerably more versatile image

formation model that enables making joint use of short- and

long-time exposures for calculating a dense motion field

with associated occlusion timings.



By using AEF for image interpolation, the accurate flow

field together with the occlusion information renders the es-

timation of depth information [24] or the flow interpolation

between sparse feature points [21] superfluous.

3. Image Formation Model

In order to exploit the information provided by the long-

time exposed image, we need an image formation model

that relates the acquired images via 2D motion. Let IB :
Ω → R be the long-exposed image while I1 : Ω → R and

I2 : Ω → R are two short-exposed images taken at the be-

ginning and the end of the exposure time of IB .We assume

that the exposure time of I1 and I2 is sufficiently short so

that these two images do not show any motion blur. All

three images are brightness-adjusted and normalized such

that in case of no motion, I1, I2 and IB are identical. Note

that we make here the customary assumption that scene sur-

face appearance does not change over time. We are now

going to develop our image formation model for three, in-

creasingly general cases.

3.1. Without Occlusion

For the simplest case, we consider a non-transparent,

moving object in the scene which is neither occluded nor

disoccluded during the entire exposure time. Take a point ~x
in the image plane that is the projection of a scene surface

point. For our discussion, we consider the fixed point ~x
in the image plane and look at the surface points projected

to this point. We do not follow the movement of a fixed

surface point. At the instant of exposure of image I1, the

ray through ~x hits a point y1 ∈ R
3 on the scene surface,

Fig. 2(a). Likewise it hits a surface point y2 at the instant

of exposure of image I2, Fig. 2(b). During the time inter-

val of the intermediate image IB , the ray through ~x hits a

contiguous set of scene points Y ⊂ R
3.
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Figure 2. Image formation without occlusion: a contiguous path

of scene surface points between y1 and y2 contributes to pixel ~x in

the long-exposure image IB . The projection of the path from y1

to y2 into the image plane forms a planar curve (c).

If the surface moves in a continuous fashion, Y can be

parametrized over time t with y1 and y2 as its endpoints.

For image I1, the first endpoint of the path, y1, is projected

to ~x. The rest of the path Y is projected to a curve ~p1(~x, t)
in the image plane of I1. For image I2, the second endpoint

of the path, y2, is projected to ~x. The other points of Y
are projected to a curve ~p2(~x, t) in the image plane of I2,

Fig. 2(c). Transforming the long exposure interval to [0, 1]
we can write

IB(~x) =

∫ 1

0

I1(~x + ~p1(~x, t)) dt =

∫ 1

0

I2(~x + ~p2(~x, t)) dt

(1)

with ~p1(~x, 0) = ~0 and ~p2(~x, 0) = ~0.
Expressing (1) in terms of convolutions, ~p1(~x, t) and

~p2(~x, t) parametrize spatially variable blur kernels for I1

and I2, respectively, which are non-zero only along the

curves.

Since both curves are parameterized in terms of acqui-

sition time t, we don’t have to integrate one image for the

entire exposure time. Instead, we are free to switch between

image I1 and I2 at any instant s ∈ [0, 1]:

IB(~x) =

∫ s

0

I1(~x+ ~p1(~x, t)) dt+

∫ 1−s

0

I2(~x+ ~p2(~x, t)) dt

(2)

with s ∈ [0, 1] arbitrary. We will exploit this flexibility to

partition the integral as needed in the following sections.

Note that by differentiating (2) with respect to s and ap-

plying the fundamental theorem of calculus, we obtain the

brightness constancy assumption of traditional optical flow

computation. However, (2) is more general because it incor-

porates the additional information provided by the motion-

blurred image IB . In the following we will adapt a linear

model for the motion curves:

~p1(~x, t) = −t ~w(~x) and ~p2(~x, t) = t ~w(~x) (3)

where ~w : Ω → R
2. This assumption is mainly due to

simplicity and turned out to be a sufficient approximation

for the different types of motions considered in the experi-

mental section, but the model and algorithm are in no way

limited to the linear case.

3.2. With Occlusion

To incorporate occlusion effects, we can partition the in-

tegral in (2) and switch between ~p1 and ~p2 at the moment

of occlusion/disocclusion. Consider a point ~x in the im-

age plane which becomes occluded during the long expo-

sure time of IB . The set Y of 3D scene points is then di-

vided into two parts, Fig 3. While the first part lies on the

background surface and contains y1, the second part lies on

the foreground surface and contains y2. By projecting the

divided path onto the image plane, we note that the back-

ground surface part of the path is occluded in I2, and our

image formation model becomes

IB(~x) =

∫ t0

0

I1(~x−t ~wa(~x)) dt+

∫ 1−t0

0

I2(~x+t ~wb(~x)) dt

(4)



where ~wa and ~wb are the linear 2D curves corresponding to

the projections of the curves on the background and fore-

ground surface, respectively, and t0 ∈ [0, 1] is the moment

at which the scene point projected to ~x jumps from the back-

ground surface to the foreground surface.
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(b)
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Figure 3. Image formation with occlusion: the path from y1 to y2

is divided into two separate parts which lie on different surfaces of

the scene.

For a disoccluded scene point, the analogous considera-

tion yields a similar equation with the roles of ~wa and ~wb

exchanged, i.e., ~wa is the linear 2D curve that correspondes

to the projection of the curve on the foreground surface and

~wb corresponds to that of the background surface. Note that

we do not need to distinguish explicitly between occlusion

and disocclusion but treat both cases in the same model.

We assume here that each point necessary to describe IB

is present in at least one of the sharp images. This entrains

that a point is either occluded or disoccluded between im-

ages I1 and I2, but not both.

3.3. With Temporal Offset

For the most general case considered here, we want to

allow for exposure gaps between the images I1 and IB as

well as between IB and I2. Gaps between exposures can

occur, e.g., because of camera hardware constraints. Scene

motion, of course, continues during such exposure gaps. To

account for gaps, we include a temporal offset in (2) and

obtain

IB(~x) =

∫ σ1+s

σ1

I1(~x − t ~w) dt +

∫ σ2+1−s

σ2

I2(~x + t ~w) dt,

(5)

where we have omitted the dependency on ~x in ~w for

brevity. σ1 is the quotient of the length of the exposure gap

between I1 and IB and the exposure time of IB . σ2, corre-

spondingly, is the quotient of the length of the exposure gap

between IB and I2 and the exposure time of IB . Eqn. (4)

transforms in the same way by replacing the limits of the

integral. In this general case, occluding time detection is

limited to the time recorded by IB excluding the gap.

4. Solving for the Motion Curves

Before we go into any more detail of how to calculate

the forward or the backward motion field between I1 and

I2 from the motion curves, we are going to determine the

motion curves numerically. Again, we first consider the

occlusion-free case. For each point ~x in the image domain

two unknowns are to be determined: w(~x) ∈ R
2. For this

we have the time step equation (2) available, which has the

free parameter s ∈ [0, 1]. Let 0 ≤ s1 < . . . < sN ≤ 1 be

a set of suitable parameter. Each of these si determines the

part of the curve which is taken from I1 while the rest of the

curve is taken from I2. In this way we obtain a system of N
equations:

minw∈R2

N
∑

i=1

‖Fi(w)‖2 (6)

where for i ∈ {1, . . . , N}

Fi(w) = IB −

∫ σ1+si

σ1

I1(~x − t ~w) dt

−

∫ σ2+1−si

σ2

I2(~x + t ~w) dt (7)

Solving this system in the least squares sense provides in-

creased robustness to image noise and to deviations from

the assumptions. We additionally include a differentiated

version of the equations, enforcing the brightness constancy

assumption:

FN+1(w) = I1(~x − 0.5 ~w) − I2(~x + 0.5 ~w) (8)

[10] proposes several numerical methods to solve this

non-linear least squares problem. We use a model-

trust region implementation of the well-known Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm. The path integral over the images

is calculated using linear interpolation for the image func-

tions I1 and I2. The derivatives of the function F =
(F1, . . . , FN+1)

T are determined numerically.

Unfortunately, the best studied algorithms for solving

non-linear least-squares optimization provide only local

convergence. But it is the global optimum that we are in-

terested in. We therefore apply a multiscale approach. Un-

der the assumption of local constancy, low pass filtering the

image and blurring it with the motion blur kernel are com-

mutative. This means that the time step equation (2) re-

mains valid on each scale of the multiscale approach. With

the local constancy assumption the multiscale approach also

introduces a certain regularization to the parameter estima-

tion. In order to attenuate the impact of local noise, we

iterate the least-squares solution on each scale and smooth

the preliminary velocities after each iteration.

For occluded pixels, the time step equations (2) are not

applicable. We have to use Eqn. (4), i.e. in this case we

have one equation instead of N . In addition to the motion

curves of foreground and background, we are now also in-

terested in the instant of occlusion/disocclusion, t0. We cir-

cumvent the problem of approximating five variables with



one equation by interpolating the motion in the occluded re-

gions from neighboring non-occluded regions as shown in

the next section. We then determine t0 on the basis of these

interpolations.

5. Algorithm

As in the occluded/disoccluded regions we cannot derive

the motion curve numerically, we divide the estimation in

five steps: In the first step, we assume that there is no occlu-

sion in the image and calculate motion parameter for every

pixel. In the second step, we detect where this assumption

does not hold. In the third step, we estimate the motion

curves for these pixels, while in the fourth step we deter-

mine the occlusion time for them. Finally in the fifth step

we calculate forward and backward displacement fields.

5.1. General Parameter Estimation

We calculate the least-squares solution for every pixel as

described in Sect. 4. This yields an optimization residual

r =
∑N+1

i=1 ‖Fi(w)‖2. For occlusion-free regions, this first

step already yields the motion field. For occluded pixels,

however, this intial result must be refined.

5.2. Occlusion/Disocclusion Detection

In the occluded regions of the blurred image, compo-

nents of different motion curves intermingle and the im-

age formation model with the time step equation (2) isn’t

valid any more. We therefore expect the optimization resid-

ual r to be high in these regions. If r exceeds a threshold

ηr, the corresponding pixel and its immediate eight neigh-

bors are marked as possibly occluded. The threshold can be

chosen conservatively as points that are erroneously marked

occluded will still have their appropriate motion curves as-

signed. Only their initial estimate is disregarded in estimat-

ing foreground and background motion curves.

5.3. Parameter Interpolation

For an occluded/disoccluded pixel, there are two ve-

locities necessary to describe the grayvalue in the blurred

image. We assume here, that the motion curves change

only slightly in the occluded areas and can be interpolated

from the neighbouring non-occluded pixels. First we ex-

plore the neighborhood of the pixel under consideration

for trusted motion curves and build two clusters Ca and

Cb for the motion curves of the occluded and the occlud-

ing part. We then use a superpixel segmentation [11] to

determine, which cluster is associated with which image:

Let Six be the superpixel of Ii(~x), Sia and Sib the col-

lection of superpixels in Ii containing the pixels that con-

tribute to Ca and Cb respectivly and d(·, ·) the superpixel

distance also defined in [11]. If one of the two inequalities

d(Six, Sia) < d(Sjx, Sjb) holds for i 6= j ∈ {1, 2} we as-

sign the motion of Ca to wi and those of Cb to wj . Else

we deduce that the point is not occluded after all and as-

sign it the motion with the smallest resudial in the time step

equation.

5.4. Occlusion Time Estimation

In the third step, we conduct a line search to determine

the moment of occlusion t0 by minimizing (4) and introduc-

ing an additional smoothness constraint on t0(~x)

min
t0∈[0,1]

α‖∇t0‖ + (9)

|IB(~x) −

∫ σ1+t0

σ1

I1(~x − t ~w1)dt −

∫ σ2+1−t0

σ2

I2(~x + t ~w2)dt|

with α ∈ R
+ a constant.

The information recovered up to here suffices for frame

interpolation. The image at any intermediate moment t ∈
[0, 1] can be approximated via (1 − t)I1(~x − (t + σ1)~w) +
tI2(~x + (t + σ2)~w) for an unoccluded point and else

It(~x) =

{

I1(~x − (t + σ1)~wa) if t ≤ t0(~x)

I2(~x + (t + σ2)~wb) if t > t0(~x)
(10)

.

5.5. The Forward/Backward Motion Field

Most applications require a forward motion field for each

pixel. To establish pixel correspondences it usually is suffi-

cient to describe the motion field as a linear displacement

field. For comparison we will maintain this assumption

here, though more complex parametrisations are possible.

We are going to consider the forward displacement. The

backward displacement is calculated in an analog way. A

point ~x in the blurred image IB claims that a certain set

Y1 of points of image I1 has passed during exposure time:

Y1 = {~y ∈ R
2|~y = ~x − t ~w with t ∈ [σ1, σ1 + t0]}. Then

for a point ~y in I1 the forward motion can be calculated by

finding the line that satisfies all the claims of all points in

IB best. We therefore determine the linear motion parame-

ters for a point ~y with a RANSAC [12] procedure from the

curves of all points in IB that claim to be passed by ~y.

6. Experiments

To evaluate AEF we consider synthetic images as well

as real world recordings: We calculate motion fields and oc-

clusion information for synthetic scenes with known ground

truth motion fields and compare the mean angular error of

the motion field with a related approach [13]. Occlusion

timings are evalutated via image interpolation. We also

show results of the algorithm for real world recordings us-

ing a camera that is programmed to acquire short and long

exposed images alternatingly.
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Figure 4. Scenes Ball05 and Building05: Input images I1, IB and I2 (a-c), color coded motion field (d), oclusion timings (e).

For all experimental results we use N = 5 equally

spaced instances s1, . . . s5 and three smoothing iterations

while employing a three-level image pyramid to overcome

local minima. The parameter for the threshhold ηr to dis-

criminate possibly occluded points was typically set to the

0.98 quantile.

6.1. Motion Fields for Synthetic Test Scenes

For our synthetic test scenes, Fig.4, we rotated objects

by an increasing number of degrees: 3 ◦, 5 ◦ and 10 ◦. This

results in non-linear, accelerated 2D motion paths. We ren-

dered many images at short time intervals and averaged the

images to obtain the motion-blurred result IB . The first and

the last rendered image represent the short-time exposures

I1, I2. The displacement vector of each pixel is known

from the object rotation. For comparison, we applied the

algorithm by Lim et al. [13] to the sequence of intermedi-

ate images. By design, both approaches do not suffer from

temporal aliasing. The results in Tab. 1 show that the er-

ror of the comparison algorithm [13] decreases slightly with

the increasing number of images (and the computational ef-

fort) employed. In contrast, AEF uses only three images and

computes motion vectors with smaller mean angular error.

The results in Fig. 4 show that the AEF performs favorable,

except that in the Building sequence the periode of the pat-

tern of the guardrail is smaller than the motion extend, thus

making the motion blur non-unique.

6.2. Frame Interpolation for Synthetic Test Scenes

We evaluate the occlusion timings calculated for the syn-

thetic scenes by applying them for frame interpolation. Ap-

plying Eqn. 10, we obtain intermediate images with sharp

occlusion boundaries Fig. 6(c). In comparision we note, that

with traditional approaches, instead of the motion blurred

image, a sharp image may be acquired, reducing the motion

Table 1. Mean angular error of AEF on three images compared to

Ref. [13] on sequence of intermediate images

Image # images Lim et al. # images AEF

Ball03 14 16.39 ◦ 3 5.19 ◦

Ball05 25 15.23 ◦ 3 5.88 ◦

Ball10 50 13.15 ◦ 3 6.47 ◦

Building03 20 12.61 ◦ 3 7.28 ◦

Building05 33 11.09 ◦ 3 6.97 ◦

Building10 66 9.37 ◦ 3 8.49 ◦

by half its extend. So when assuming I2 to be recorded af-

ter a rotation of 10◦ for the blurred image, we consider Î2 to

be recorded after a rotation of 5◦ for the other approaches

and interpolate between I1 and Î2 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.5. We

calculate intermediate images by warping the forward dis-

placement field [3] using the ground truth motion field as in-

put. At occlusion boundaries artifacts are visible, Fig 6(a).

We also interpolate intermediate images using forward and

backward ground truth motion fields, warping I1 and Î2 cor-

respondingly. Again, artifacts are visible, Fig 6(b). The real

advantage of occlusion information is visible, if comparing

the sum of squared distances (SSD) and the normalized sum

of squared distances (NSSD) [3] between the interpolated

image and the ground truth image, as shown in Fig.5: Even

though ground truth displacement fields are used for the in-

terpolation methods without occlusion, our method reduces

the error for interpolated images by 50% without having

ground truth information available.

6.3. Real World Recordings

Finally we also test our method on real world recordings.

We use the built in HDR mode of a PointGrey Flea2 cam-

era which alters exposure time and gain between succes-

sive frames. Thereby we ensured that corresponding pixels



Figure 7. Real-world images acquired with a camera programmed to change gain and exposure time after each frame (from left to right):

I1,IB ,I2, color coded motion field calculated with AEF and grayscale-coded occlusion time.
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Figure 5. Interpolation error for Building10 sequence: SSD (a)

and NSSD [3] (b). The error of the AEF interpolation (blue) is

constantly low, forward warping with ground truth motion (red)

and forward/backward ground truth motion interpolation (green)

has much higher errors on interpolated images.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. Comparison of different frame interpolation methods for

t = 0.25: The sharp boundaries to the background are lost by the

interpolation with the warped forward ground truth motion field

Ref. [3] (a) and interpolation with forward and backward ground

truth motion field (b), while interpolation with AEF and occlusion

timings (c) is able to reconstruct the edges.

in the short and long exposed images are approximately of

same intensity. With the HDRmode we were able to acquire

I1, IB and I2 with a minimal time gap between the images.

The recorded images and the estimated motion field and oc-

clusion timings are shown in Fig. 7.

6.4. Discussion

In summary we have compared AEF to an algorithm

[13] designed to avoid temporal aliasing and found that the

mean angular error of our AEF is smaller. We tested our

approach for frame interpolation and found that the errors

for frames interpolated with AEF and occlusion timings are

smaller than for frames interpolated with ground truth mo-

tion. Artifacts at the occlusion boundaries are reduced. Yet,

some limitations remain: Short and long exposures are ac-

quired in the same illumination conditions. By adjusting

the gain of the camera we ensure that color values in all

images are comparable. Increasing the camera-gain, how-

ever, also increases the amount of noise introduced. One

way to reduce noise is to restrict the quotient of short ex-

posure interval and long exposure interval, e.g. to 1/10.
Though the least-squares approach is designed to deal with

the remaining noise, especially uniformly colored regions

still show artifacs in the result: Because of being a purely

image based method, the AEF is incapable to detect mo-

tion in large uniformly colored regions. Only the multiscale

approach provides transportation of motion from textured

regions into constant regions. On the higher levels of the

image pyramid the noise dominates in uniform regions. To

balance the noise, the algorithm is driven away from the

initial solution. Further regularization can be used in fu-

ture implementations to minimize these effects and obtain

piecewise smooth results.

In the image formation model, we exclude transparent

surfaces and moving shadows or highlights. If changes in

local illumination concern a confined area, problems can

be overcome by the occlusion detection: the highlights on



the mirror balls in Fig. 7 are marked occluded because they

are not in correspondence with the image formation model

and receive a high error measure. The local interpolation

approach for occluded pixels assigns consistent 2D motion

to such pixels.

For the sake of numerical simplicity we also assume that

motion paths are linear. In the first experiment as the rota-

tion angle of the object increases, the assumption of linear

motion paths is more and more violated. Still, the resulting

displacement vectors are more accurate than in the algo-

rithm Ref. [13] which specifically takes deviations from the

linear path into account. In future work, we intend to exploit

the redundancy in the motion model’s system of equations

to take into account more complex motion models as well

as changes in global illumination while maintaining the ac-

curacy of the AEF.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we extended the image formation model

underlying optical flow to include also motion-blurred im-

age information. While short-exposed images capture the

scene with maximum detail, long exposed images capture

motion information directly in the form of motion blur. The

proposed algorithm provides dense motion field estimates

in conjunction with occlusion timing information.

This work was supported in part by the German Sci-

ence Foundation DFG, project MA2555/4-1 ”Computa-

tional Video”.
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